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The approach to chaos in ultracold atomic and molecular physics:
statistics of near-threshold bound states for Li+CaH and Li+CaF
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We calculate near-threshold bound states and Feshbach resonance positions for atom + rigid-rotor
models of the highly anisotropic systems Li+CaH and Li+CaF. We perform statistical analysis on
the resonance positions to compare with the predictions of random matrix theory. For Li+CaH with
total angular momentum J = 0 we find fully chaotic behavior in both the nearest-neighbor spacing
distribution and the level number variance. However, for J > 0 we find different behavior due to the
presence of a nearly conserved quantum number. Li+CaF (J = 0) also shows apparently reduced
levels of chaotic behavior despite its stronger effective coupling. We suggest this may indicate
the development of another good quantum number relating to a bending motion of the complex.
However, continuously varying the rotational constant over a wide range shows unexpected structure
in the degree of chaotic behavior, including a dramatic reduction around the rotational constant of
CaF. This demonstrates the complexity of the relationship between coupling and chaotic behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is currently great interest in the behavior of
atoms and molecules at ultracold temperatures. Work in
this field focussed initially on simple systems, which are
amenable to detailed control by tuning with applied fields
[1]. Particular success has been achieved with ultracold
collisions and high-lying bound states of pairs of alkali-
metal atoms, where a combination of experiment and the-
ory has produced a detailed understanding for a variety
of different systems [2–4]. This understanding has been
used to study solitons in Bose-Einstein condensates [5],
diatomic molecule formation [6], Efimov states [7, 8] and
many other phenomena. However, attention is now turn-
ing to increasingly complex systems, such as collisions of
high-spin atoms [9–14] and ground-state molecules [15–
19]. The theory needed for a full description of these
systems is often prohibitively difficult; for example, two
erbium atoms interact on 91 potential curves [20], so that
it is unrealistic to fit precise potentials to experimental
results in the manner that has been so successful for al-
kali dimers [2–4]. In these circumstances, it is possible
that the dynamics are stochastic, with levels described
by random matrix theory [21, 22]. These ideas were first
developed in the theory of compound nuclei [23, 24], and
underlie current thinking about the nature of quantum
chaos.

A qualitative understanding of the dynamics of these
highly complex systems is important for both theorists
and experimentalists. For a simple system, theory can
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in principle give a complete description, but for a fully
chaotic system specific predictions are likely to be impos-
sible. For example, it is unlikely to be possible to map out
the near-threshold bound states navigated by Feshbach
molecules except empirically [14]. If a collision is chaotic
in nature, the collision complex will ergodically explore
the entire phase-space and the two collision partners may
be trapped together for a long time. In ultracold colli-
sions, this may be long enough for a third body to collide
with the complex, which is likely to lead to the loss of all
the particles involved from the trap [25].

Random matrix theory (RMT) was first applied
to ultracold collisions by Mayle et al., initially for
atom+diatom collisions [25] and later for diatom+diatom
collisions [26]. The first experimental demonstration of
these ideas was provided by atom+atom collisions for
Er+Er [20] and later Dy+Dy [27]. Several theoreti-
cal models have also been analyzed in terms of RMT
[20, 27, 28]. Within RMT the archetypal model of quan-
tum chaos is a matrix ensemble known as the Gaus-
sian Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE) [21, 24] and the usual
way to assess whether or not chaos is present in a
level sequence is to compare various statistics to the ex-
pectations from the GOE. In particular, the Bohigas-
Giannoni-Schmit conjecture [29] states that quantum
systems whose classical analogues are chaotic will show
the same level fluctuations as the GOE.

There are many statistics available to analyze level se-
quences (see for example chapter 16 of Mehta’s book [21])
but work on ultracold collisions so far has focused on two
of the simplest quantities: the distribution of nearest-
neighbor spacings (NNS) and the level number variance.
In ultracold collisions, the levels (or resonances) con-
cerned are typically observed as a function of magnetic
field rather than energy. Erbium and dysprosium have
been found to have NNS distributions and number vari-
ances that are intermediate between those expected for
chaotic and non-chaotic systems [20, 27]. A re-analysis
of the erbium results [30] showed that the deviations
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from chaotic predictions might arise because some nar-
row resonances are not observed in the experiment. A
comparable degree of chaos has recently been found in
coupled-channel calculations on the remarkably simple
system Yb(1S)+Yb(3P) [31]. However, similar calcula-
tions on Li+Er found statistics consistent with a random
but non-chaotic level distribution [32].

Atom+diatom systems provide excellent prototype
systems to investigate chaotic behavior. If vibrational
excitation and electron spins are neglected, the systems
have two internal degrees of freedom; this is the mini-
mum for classical chaos and probably also for a quantum
system to follow the predictions of RMT [29]. There
are well-developed formalisms for treating collisions [33]
and near-threshold bound states [34, 35] in atom+diatom
systems, and readily available programs that efficiently
perform the necessary calculations [36, 37]. There are
many atom+diatom systems that are of interest at low
temperatures, including Rb+KRb [16], N+NH [38] and
Li+CaH [39].

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate
quantum chaos in atom+diatom collisions. We inves-
tigate the statistics of levels at and near threshold for
atom + rigid-rotor models of the highly anisotropic sys-
tems Li+CaH and Li+CaF, and compare them with the
predictions of RMT. For simplicity, we neglect electron
and nuclear spins. For Li+CaH with zero total angu-
lar momentum we find excellent agreement with RMT.
However for higher angular momentum we find quite dif-
ferent behavior which we attribute to the presence of a
nearly conserved quantum number. Li+CaF has a larger
ratio of anisotropy to rotational constant than Li+CaH,
and in this sense it is more strongly coupled, but we
actually find it is less strongly chaotic, even for zero an-
gular momentum. This shows that increasing coupling
does not always make a system more chaotic and may,
in some circumstances, return order to the system. We
analyze statistics as a function of a continuously varying
rotational constant, interpolating between CaH and CaF
and beyond, and find complex behavior with apparently
fluctuating levels of chaoticity.

II. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE

The interaction between Li(2S) and CaH/CaF(2Σ)
gives rise to singlet and triplet electronic states of 1A′

and 3A′ symmetries. For sympathetic cooling in an exter-
nal magnetic field, Li and CaH/CaF would be prepared
in magnetically trappable spin-stretched states, in which
all the quantum numbers for the projections of angular
momentum onto the magnetic field direction have their
maximum values. Such collisions occur primarily on the
potential energy surface for the 3A′ state, so we use this
surface in the present paper.

For Li+CaH, we use the ab initio 3A′ interaction po-
tential calculated by Tscherbul et al. [40]. For Li+CaF,
we carried out supermolecular coupled-cluster calcula-

tions of the 3A′ surface using a spin-restricted open-shell
version of the coupled-cluster method with single, double
and non-iterative triple excitations [RCCSD(T)], which
is implemented in the MOLPRO package [41]. We used
the aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets for each atom [42–44]. Mid-
bond functions (spdfg) were added at the midpoint be-
tween Li and CaF. The counterpoise correction of Boys
and Bernardi [45] was used to compensate for basis set
superposition error. In all our calculations the CaF bond
length was fixed at the experimentally determined equi-
librium value for the free diatom, 1.9516 Å [46].

The resulting 3A′ potential energy surfaces are shown
in Fig. 1, and it may be seen that they are strongly
anisotropic, with a deep well (7063 cm−1 for CaH and
7258 cm−1 for CaF) at slightly bent Li-X-Ca geome-
tries. The overall behavior of the two surfaces is similar,
though the Li+CaF interaction is slightly stronger and
more anisotropic.

III. BOUND-STATE CALCULATIONS AND
STATISTICS

When considering whether a system is chaotic, statis-
tical analysis would usually be performed on a series of
levels in energy with the Hamiltonian defining the system
fixed. However, the underlying Random Matrix Theory
concerns distributions taken over an ensemble of differ-
ent Hamiltonians. The assumption that the distributions
over energy (for a single Hamiltonian) are the same as
those over Hamiltonians is known as spectral ergodic-
ity [47]; this is a property of RMT but not necessar-
ily of real systems. In recent ultracold collision studies
[20, 27, 28], statistical analysis was performed on a series
of zero-energy resonance positions as magnetic field was
varied. Such experiments sample many different Hamil-
tonians - albeit in a much more limited and structured
way than RMT - and so may provide a more authentic
comparison with RMT than an energy spectrum would,
even if it was available. In place of the spectral ergodic-
ity hypothesis, we now need only to assume that different
Hamiltonians are sampled in a representative way.

Performing calculations on Li+CaH and Li+CaF in
magnetic fields is a difficult and computationally expen-
sive task, which is beyond the scope of this paper but
will be investigated in the future. Instead, we vary the
potential by an overall scaling factor λ [48–50], which
also varies the Hamiltonian but without the theoretical
complexities or computational expense associated with
magnetic fields [51]. In this respect λ may be consid-
ered as a substitute for magnetic field. If a system shows
signs of chaos with respect to λ, it is reasonable to la-
bel it chaotic (under the approximations made for the
dynamics).

The theory of atom-diatom interactions is well estab-
lished [33, 34] and will not be repeated here. In the
present work, we carry out close-coupling calculations in
which the diatomic molecule is treated as a rigid rotor
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The ab initio 3A′ interaction potential
for (a) Li+CaH and (b) Li+CaF. Contours are labeled in
cm−1. θ = 0◦ corresponds to the Li-H(F)-Ca geometry.

and its rotation j is coupled to the end-over-end rotation
of the collision complex L to give the total angular mo-
mentum J = j+L. We use coupled-channel propagation
methods [35] to locate bound states at threshold. We
have modified the program FIELD [52] to locate bound
states as a function of λ rather than electric or mag-
netic field. We use the hybrid log-derivative propagator
of Alexander and Manolopoulos [53]. Since the diatom
rotational constants, b, are very small (bCaH = 4.2766

cm−1 [40] and bCaF = 0.339 cm−1 [54]), we need very
large basis sets of diatom rotational functions for conver-
gence. Unless otherwise stated, we use basis functions
with rotational quantum numbers up to jmax = 55 and
120 for CaH and CaF, respectively.

The real systems include diatom vibrations and elec-
tron and nuclear spins. The harmonic frequencies for
CaH and CaF are 1298 and 589 cm−1, respectively. Since
the well depth is significantly larger than this, there will
be states from channels involving diatom vibrational ex-
citation in the region around threshold, although they
may be sparse in energy. These are neglected in our
calculations. There will also be considerable extra den-
sity of levels due to the spin multiplicities, although it
is not clear whether the spins will be fully involved in
any chaotic dynamics or if they will be spectators. The
present results are therefore for model systems, based on
the real systems but not taking account of their full com-
plexity.

The Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE) is the stan-
dard RMT model for chaos in systems with time-reversal-
invariant Hamiltonians. It is a set of N × N real sym-
metric matrices, with diagonal and off-diagonal elements
described by probability distributions

Pii(Hii) = C exp
(
−H2

ii

)
, (1)

Pij(Hij) = C ′ exp
(
−2H2

ij

)
, (2)

respectively, where C and C ′ are normalization con-
stants. The GOE has off-diagonal elements that are on
the order of the spread of the diagonal elements and
so for large N are much larger than the average sep-
aration of diagonal elements. In the context of near-
threshold bound states or low-energy collisions, this can
occur when the anisotropic terms in the interaction are
comparable in magnitude to the depth of the isotropic
potential, which determines the spread of diagonal ele-
ments. The highly anisotropic potentials of Li+CaH and
Li+CaF would seem to fulfil this: the majority of the po-
tential well is contained in the anisotropic terms of many
thousands of cm−1, which are significantly larger than
the depth of the isotropic potential; the latter is only 1260
cm−1 for Li+CaH. In contrast, the Er+Er and Dy+Dy
potentials used in Ref. [27] have anisotropies around 10%
of their well depths [55]. In this way it is perhaps not sur-
prising that there are deviations from GOE predictions
for Er+Er and Dy+Dy, whereas we might at first sight
expect better agreement for Li+CaH and Li+CaF.

For the statistical analysis of the levels we follow the
methods of Mehta [21] and Guhr et al. [22]. We de-
note our series of n calculated level positions as Xi for
i = 1, . . . , n [56]. First we ‘unfold’ the level positions to
remove any systematic variation in the density and to
set the levels on a dimensionless scale with unit mean
spacing. To do this we construct the cumulative spectral
function, also known as the staircase function,

S(X) =

n∑
i=1

Θ(X −Xi), (3)
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where Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. We then fit
a smooth function, ξ(X), to S(X) (in this paper, fitting
with a quadratic is sufficient as the original staircase is
already very nearly linear in λ). The unfolded positions
are then given as ξi = ξ(Xi). The nearest-neighbor spac-
ings (NNS) are given by si = ξi+1−ξi for i = 1, 2.., n−1.

The NNS distribution is one of the main quantities
of interest in statistical analysis. In particular, for the
GOE the NNS distribution is very well approximated by
the Wigner surmise [21],

PWD(s) =
πs

2
exp

(
−πs

2

4

)
, (4)

more commonly known as the Wigner-Dyson distribu-
tion, whereas for a random (uncorrelated) level sequence
the NNS distribution is expected to follow a Poisson dis-
tribution,

PP(s) = exp (−s) . (5)

Histograms of the NNS distribution provide a simple vi-
sual impression of the statistics. The Wigner-Dyson dis-
tribution exhibits strong level repulsion, dropping to zero
at zero spacing, whereas the Poisson distribution peaks
at zero spacing. The Wigner-Dyson distribution also falls
to zero faster at large spacing than the Poisson distribu-
tion.

Real systems do not exactly follow either PWD(s) or
PP(s). There are various formulas for interpolating be-
tween the two [57, 58]. The most commonly used of these,
despite its lack of rigorous foundation, is the Brody dis-
tribution [59],

P
(η)
B (s) = cη(η + 1)sη exp

(
−cηsη+1

)
, (6)

where

cη =

[
Γ

(
η + 2

η + 1

)]η+1

, (7)

and η is known as the Brody parameter. This is the NNS
distribution that has been used in recent publications in
ultracold physics and is the one that we use in this paper.
We obtain a value of η for a set of spacings by maximum
likelihood estimation [60]. We maximise the likelihood
function,

L(η) =
∏
i

P
(η)
B (si), (8)

to find η. Its uncertainty is

σ =

(
− d2

dη2
lnL(η)

)− 1
2

. (9)

The fitted value for the Brody parameter quantifies the
visual information seen in NNS histograms: Poisson
statistics yield η = 0 and chaotic statistics yield η = 1.
If the pattern of energy levels is in fact regular, the

NNS distribution is typically more strongly peaked than
a Wigner-Dyson distribution [61], and so the fitted Brody
parameter may be greater than unity. We do find some
fitted values η > 1, but they are consistent with η = 1
within statistical uncertainties.

The NNS distribution by nature captures information
only about short-range correlations but chaos is predicted
to have effects over long ranges as well [21, 22]. Therefore
we also consider the level number variance

Σ2(∆ξ) = 〈Ŝ2(∆ξ, ξ)〉 − 〈Ŝ(∆ξ, ξ)〉2, (10)

where Ŝ(∆ξ, ξ) counts the number of levels in the inter-
val [ξ, ξ + ∆ξ] and the average is taken over the starting
values ξ. This characterizes the spread in the numbers
of levels in intervals of length ∆ξ and probes long-range
correlations. It rises logarithmically for the GOE, rises
linearly for Poisson statistics, and oscillates around a
constant value for a regular system. While there have
been some attempts to interpolate between Poissonian
and GOE behaviors of the number variance, there is no
direct analogue to the Brody distribution so we restrict
ourselves to qualitative statements about the transition
between the two limiting behaviors.

IV. RESULTS

A. Li+CaH

We begin by analyzing Li+CaH for total angular mo-
mentum J = 0 and 0.7 ≤ λ ≤ 1.6. Figure 2 shows the
calculated level positions for J = 0, the staircase func-
tion, a histogram of the NNS distribution, and the level
number variance. This serves as an example of the sta-
tistical preparation and fitting described in section III;
all further sequences were analyzed in the same way.
The NNS distribution clearly shows the key features of
a Wigner-Dyson distribution: linear repulsion at small
spacing and a tail that dies off rapidly. The fitted Brody
parameter, η = 1.08± 0.10, is consistent with GOE pre-
dictions, and the level number variance also follows the
GOE prediction almost exactly. This Brody parameter
may be compared with values in the region 0.5 to 0.7
found for Er+Er and Dy+Dy [27]. Our recent work on
Yb+Yb∗ [31] also found Brody parameters around 0.7 at
high magnetic field, except in cases with relatively low
numbers of levels. The rigid-rotor model of Li+CaH thus
shows the clearest evidence yet found of chaotic behavior
in ultracold collisions.

Figure 3 shows near-threshold bound states for J = 0
for a small range of λ. The top panel shows bound states
to a depth of 10 cm−1, where the levels interact and un-
dergo avoided crossings with a wide variety of strengths.
The lower panel is an expanded view showing a state
with a long tail curving towards threshold. This state is
crossed by several steeper states with avoided crossings
of varying widths, including a crossing around λ = 1.007
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Statistical analysis of calculated levels
of Li+CaH (J = 0, 0.7 ≤ λ ≤ 1.6). From top: Level positions
in λ; Staircase function, with fitted smooth function ξ(X)
in blue; Histogram of NNS distribution, green dotted and
red dashed lines are Poisson and Wigner-Dyson distributions
respectively, black line is Brody distribution using the fitted
η; Level number variance, green dotted and red dashed lines
are Poisson and GOE predictions respectively.

that appears quite broad on this scale. Bound states
with these features have been observed experimentally
in Dy+Dy [13], although in our case the state is much
more deeply bound (by a factor of about 100 in the nat-
ural units defined by the asymptotic van der Waals in-
teraction relevant to such states [1]). It is not a ‘halo’
state because its wave function is mostly inside the outer
classical turning point [6], but its presence in Li+CaH
demonstrates that states with clear threshold behavior
can persist across several avoided crossings even in a sys-
tem with statistics close to the Wigner-Dyson limit.
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FIG. 3. Near-threshold bound states as a function of λ for
Li+CaH (J = 0). The bottom panel shows an expanded view
with a state approaching threshold, crossed by several steeper
states. The dashed line has been added to follow this state
through the avoided crossings and help guide the eye.

Next we consider higher values of J , which correspond
to higher partial waves at the lowest rotational thresh-
old. Figure 4 shows histograms of NNS for J=1, 3 and
8. These notably do not show the linear level repulsion
at small spacings expected for complete chaos. Instead
there appears to be a finite probability of zero spacing.
The corresponding Brody parameters are in the region
of 0.4. Although at first sight this suggests a substan-
tially reduced degree of chaos compared to J = 0, such a
distribution can also occur for two overlapping but non-
interacting chaotic spectra [57, 62]. This suggests that
there is some form of symmetry or good quantum num-
ber present in the system. However, we have already
taken account of all rigorous symmetries, so the quantity
concerned must be only approximately conserved. On a
finer scale, the NNS distribution does indeed show some
limited level repulsion.

The nearly conserved quantum number can be under-
stood in the body-fixed reference frame, rather than the
space-fixed frame that we use in the coupled-channel cal-
culations. It is the projection of the total angular mo-
mentum J (or equivalently the diatom rotation j) onto
the intermolecular axis, which is well known in studies of
atom-diatom Van der Waals complexes [34] and is given
the symbol K. It can take values from −J to +J in inte-
ger steps. Blocks of the Hamiltonian with different K are
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and J = 8 (0.8 ≤ λ ≤ 1.3). Lines are as in Fig. 2.

coupled only by Coriolis terms in the body-frame repre-
sentation of the centrifugal motion; these Coriolis terms
are very small compared to the potential anisotropy in
the well region, so the Hamiltonian can be considered to
be nearly block-diagonal with blocks labeled by |K| and
parity.

It is possible to carry out coupled-channel calculations
in the body-fixed frame, neglecting the Coriolis terms off-
diagonal in K. This makes the problem block-diagonal
and is known as helicity decoupling; it is often an effective
technique for calculations of atom-diatom bound states
[34]. Figure 5(a) and (b) show NNS distributions for the
separate K = 0 and |K| = 1 blocks. There is no fur-
ther hidden symmetry and so the NNS distributions are
once again close to the Wigner-Dyson limit. Figure 5(c)
shows the statistics for the superposition of the two indi-
vidual level sequences. This last case is close to that of
two GOE level sequences which overlap but are not cou-
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FIG. 5. (Color online) NNS distributions for Li+CaH (J = 1,
0.5 ≤ λ ≤ 1.5) using the helicity-decoupling approximation.
K = 0; |K| = 1; K = 0 and |K| = 1. Lines are as in Fig. 2,
magenta dash-dot line in the bottom panel is the predicted
NNS distribution for two overlapping GOEs.

pled. The resulting NNS distribution can be obtained
from equation (3.69) of [22], and is also shown in Fig.
5(c). It differs from the Wigner-Dyson distribution most
obviously in that it does not vanish at zero spacing. It is
in good agreement with the results from helicity decou-
pling calculations and explains the qualitative behavior
of the J 6= 0 distributions in Fig. 4.

The remaining differences between Fig. 4(a) and Fig.
5(c) are due to the Coriolis terms. The quantitative ef-
fect of these terms on the statistics is beyond the scope
of this paper, but it is nevertheless informative to look
at the pattern of bound states near threshold. Figure 6
shows bound states for J = 1 within 10 cm−1 of thresh-
old for a small range of λ, both from a full calculation
and within the helicity decoupling approximation. The
K = 0 levels for J = 1 are only slightly shifted from
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Near-threshold bound states as a func-
tion of λ for Li+CaH (J = 1): using the helicity-decoupling
approximation (top; red: K = 0, green: |K| = 1); full calcu-
lation (bottom).

the levels for J = 0 (top panel of Fig. 3). The |K| = 1
levels are quite different but show the same qualitative
features of many avoided crossings of a wide variety of
strengths. However, in the helicity decoupling approxi-
mation, levels with one value of |K| do not interact with
those of different |K|; this gives rise to a large number
of true crossings, producing an NNS distribution with fi-
nite probability at zero spacing. In the full calculation,
which takes account of the Coriolis coupling between the
blocks, the overall pattern of levels is similar but there
are now narrow avoided crossings between levels of dif-
ferent |K|. These are typically much narrower than those
between levels of the same |K|. This confirms our picture
of a nearly conserved quantum number, with only weak
coupling between states of different |K|.

B. Li+CaF

The second system we consider is Li+CaF. The rota-
tional constant for CaF is about 13 times smaller than
that for CaH, while the potential surface is quite simi-
lar. The ratio of the anisotropy to b is thus significantly
greater for CaF than for CaH. This stronger effective cou-
pling might be expected to give equal or greater amounts
of chaos for Li+CaF compared to Li+CaH.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Calculated statistics for Li+CaF
(J = 0, 0.8 ≤ λ ≤ 1.4): NNS distribution, and level num-
ber variance. Lines are as in previous figures.

We have performed coupled-channel calculations for
Li+CaF (J = 0) using the same methods as for Li+CaH,
but with a larger basis set because of the smaller value
of b. Figure 7 shows the resulting level statistics. Re-
markably, the NNS distribution does not appear to show
level repulsion, even for J = 0, but neither does it re-
semble a Poisson distribution; the fitted Brody param-
eter is only 0.44. Once again the distribution bears a
close resemblance to the case of two overlapping but non-
interacting GOE spectra as discussed for the helicity-
decoupled J = 1 case for Li+CaH. This again hints at
the possibility of some unexpected partially good quan-
tum number, but in this J = 0 case it cannot be the
projection |K|. The level number variance for Li+CaF
(J=0) is also some way from the GOE prediction, al-
though it does level off at high spacings, in contrast to
that in other near-chaotic examples [27, 28].

Figure 8 shows the binding energies of near-threshold
levels for Li+CaF (J = 0) as a function of λ. It may
be seen that some bound states have very steep energy
gradients with respect to λ and that these states interact
weakly with those with shallower gradients [63]. In this
respect the pattern shows a clear systematic difference
from that observed for Li+CaH (Fig. 3), where all J = 0
states appeared significantly coupled and the levels could
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FIG. 8. Near-threshold bound states as a function of λ for
Li+CaF (J = 0).

not easily be separated into classes.

There has been a great deal of work on the energy levels
of atom-diatom systems, largely aimed at understanding
the dynamics of Van der Waals complexes [34]. For low
anisotropies, the diatomic molecule executes hindered ro-
tation in the complex, and the resulting internal rotation
is only weakly coupled to the intermolecular stretching
motion. However, when the effective anisotropy is com-
parable to or larger than the diatom rotational constant,
there is significant mixing of diatom rotational states.
As the anisotropy increases further, the internal rotation
is transformed into a bending vibration of the triatomic
molecule. Correlation diagrams showing how this tran-
sition occurs have been given in ref. 34 for complexes
with both linear and non-linear equilibrium geometries.
The low-lying levels of a non-linear species such as Li-
CaH or Li-CaF eventually execute low-amplitude bend-
ing vibrations about their non-linear equilibrium. The
degree of mixing between bending and stretching degrees
of freedom typically depends on their relative frequen-
cies: if the bending is either much faster or much slower
than the stretching then the modes can be separated in
a Born-Oppenheimer sense [64–66], but if the frequencies
are comparable then they are strongly mixed.

The situation is more complicated for highly excited
states, such as the near-dissociation states that give rise
to Feshbach resonances in the present work. Some highly
excited states have unstructured nodal patterns that fill
the energetically accessible space, but there are others
with simple nodal patterns that sample restricted regions
of space [67–70]. However, the paths along which such
states are localized may be complicated ones that do
not correspond to obvious quantum numbers. Because
of this, it may be difficult to identify the specific nearly
conserved quantity that divides the states in Fig. 8 into
separate classes. Nevertheless, the level statistics appear
to indicate that such a quantity exists.

C. Variable rotational constant

To understand better the puzzling difference between
Li+CaH and Li+CaF, we attempt to interpolate between
our two systems and extrapolate beyond them. Since the
two potential energy surfaces are so similar, we use the
surface and reduced mass for Li+CaH throughout this
section, and vary the rotational constant. We increase
the number of rotational basis functions from 55 to 350
as b decreases from 100 to 0.01 cm−1 to obtain converged
level positions.

Figure 9 shows the fitted Brody parameter as a func-
tion of rotational constant. This shows an astonishing
structure. It can be seen that bCaH lies in a relatively
wide region from 0.7 to 7 cm−1 where η is near unity,
so that the systems can be said to be chaotic. Towards
lower rotational constant the fitted Brody parameter falls
sharply to about 0.4 in the region between 0.2 and 0.4
cm−1 – in which bCaF lies – but it then rises rapidly back
to values near unity for 0.05 cm−1 < b < 0.08 cm−1

before beginning to fall slowly again. At higher values
of b, there is another steep and narrow trough centered
around 12 cm−1, followed by a steady decrease towards
zero as the angular and radial motions become increas-
ingly uncoupled.

Figure 10 shows statistics for sample values of the ro-
tational constant b. Those for the lowest value, b = 0.05
cm−1 [Fig. 10(a)] show almost perfect agreement with
the GOE predictions for both NNS distribution and
level number variance; the fitted Brody parameter is
η = 0.97 ± 0.06. The second value, b = 0.25 cm−1,
is close to bCaF = 0.339 cm−1, but the NNS distribu-
tion [Fig. 10(b)] differs from that seen for Li+CaF in
Fig. 7(a), with noticeably more level repulsion despite a
lower η. b = 1.0 cm−1 [Fig. 10(c)] is within the same
region of high η as bCaH and also shows clear signs of
chaos. b = 12.5 cm−1 [Fig. 10(d)] is located in a narrow
trough of low η and the statistics appear to be similar
to case (b). b = 21 cm−1 [Fig. 10(e)] is located above
the trough in η; the Brody parameter is only 0.8 but
the statistics show all the qualitative features expected
of a chaotic system. The statistics for b = 50 cm−1 [Fig.
10(f)] show an NNS distribution that is close to Poisso-
nian (η = 0.16) because the rotational constant is large
enough for the rotational and stretching motions to be
significantly decoupled and the conditions for chaos no
longer exist. However, the number variance does not rise
linearly as in the Poisson case; instead it reaches a peak
and turns downwards. The inset shows that, on a larger
scale, this is the first in a complex series of oscillations,
which we attribute to the onset of regularity and do not
interpret further in this paper.

The presence of oscillations in the Brody parameter in
Fig. 9 is puzzling. The argument given in section IV B
above would predict a single maximum in the Brody pa-
rameter when the effective bending and stretching fre-
quencies are comparable for near-threshold states, drop-
ping off when the frequencies are very different. Fig. 9
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does appear to show such a maximum, but the argument
does not explain the deep minima that seem to be present
either side of it. It is possible that the flanking maxima
correspond to effective bending frequencies that match
the stretching frequencies for different stretching states,
or that are rational multiples of effective stretching fre-
quencies.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out calculations on threshold and
near-threshold bound states of atom + rigid-rotor mod-
els of Li+CaH and Li+CaF, and performed statistical
analysis of the resulting level sequences. For Li+CaH
with zero total angular momentum we have found the
strongest signs of chaos yet observed for a realistic ul-
tracold collision system in either theory or experiment.
However, for non-zero total angular momentum we found
a nearly good quantum number which we identified as the
body-fixed projection K of the total angular momentum
J . The presence of this nearly conserved quantity signif-
icantly alters the overall statistics, but the statistics for
individual values of K still show chaotic behavior. The
superposition of two nearly independent level sequences
in the J = 1 case produces an NNS distribution that
is distinct from the Poisson, Wigner-Dyson and Brody
distributions.

The ratio of the anisotropy to the diatom rotational
constant is significantly larger for Li+CaF than for
Li+CaH. Nevertheless, contrary to expectation, Li+CaF
shows less strongly chaotic behavior even for J = 0.
The similarity of the statistics with the case of Li+CaH
(J = 1) suggests the presence of another nearly good

quantum number in Li+CaF. The emergence of this
quantum number may be related to an adiabatic sep-
aration between a slow bending vibration and a faster
intermolecular stretch.

Finally, we have investigated how the statistics change
between and beyond our two systems by varying the rota-
tional constant with a fixed potential. We observe aston-
ishing fluctuations in the levels of chaos in the system.
It thus cannot even be assumed that a system that is
partway between two closely related chaotic systems will
itself be chaotic. The origin of this surprising effect is
unclear. One possibility is that stronger chaos emerges
when the bending and stretching frequencies are close to
rational multiples of one another.

This study has demonstrated that the relationship be-
tween coupling strength and chaos is complicated. Start-
ing from a chaotic system and increasing the strength
of a coupling does not necessarily lead to an increase in
chaos. This should not be surprising in principle: if a sin-
gle term in a hamiltonian becomes dominant, that term
defines nearly good quantum numbers for the system.
The superposition of nearly independent level sequences
for different values of the nearly good quantum numbers
then produces non-chaotic statistics.

It is clear that there is much to be learned from study-
ing chaos in ultracold collisions and high-lying bound
states of atoms and molecules. Statistical analysis can
provide valuable insight when the spectra are too com-
plex for direct analysis. However, this study has high-
lighted that deviations from chaotic behavior can be dif-
ficult to predict, even in apparently simple systems. Fu-
ture work will focus on the origins of chaotic and non-
chaotic statistics in increasingly complex systems. One
question of particular importance is whether, in real sys-
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tems, all degrees of freedom are involved in the chaotic
behavior, or whether there is a hierarchy of couplings
that leaves some degrees of freedom uninvolved. Our re-
sults for Li+CaH (J = 1) represent a particularly simple
example of a case with a clear hierarchy.
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